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Nekojishi Original Soundtrack

Composed & arranged by Triodust and KuensanP

Vocal by Parrot

Mastered by 3R2

Tracks:

1. A Sunny Day is Watching over You (Vocal)
2. A Sunny Day is Watching over You (Title)

3. Home
4. What’s Going on Here?

5. Good Night
6. Confused

7. Lovely Traditional
8. Dance Time

9. Holiday Everyday
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10. Don’t Blow It!
11. Happy Date
12. Hot Spring
13. Clear Sky

14. A Sunny Day is Watching over You (Sad)
15. Thinking

16. Battle Begins
17. Those Words I Want to Say

18. Unpeaceful
19. Bad Karma

20. Something Serious
21. After All
22. Lin Hu

23. It’s Okay Now
24. Together with You

25. Somewhere Far Away
26. A Sunny Day is Watching over You (Normal Ending)
27. A Sunny Day is Watching over You (Perfect Ending)

28. A Sunny Day is Watching over You (Instrumental)
29. A Sunny Day is Watching over You (8bit)
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If you like campy, pulpy fiction and shooters with a little bit of puzzle solving thrown in, you should enjoy the game.. Broken.
Unfinished. Will revise as necessary as this game comes further along.. Aquaria: the Musical!

More words? Okay. It's a puzzle game about finding your way through labrynth-style caverns and dealing with various timing
based boundaries as well as some enemies. It's not a bad game by any stretch but within the first hour you will have a very good
idea as to whether it is "your jam". The artwork is absolutely sublime but the gameplay is excessively repetitive and the controls
can be quite unwieldy at times. The vehicle sections are particularly obnoxious but are thankfully beaten by force alone.

I would not buy this game on it's own. If it's in a bundle or extremely cheap on sale and it sounds appealing then you should give
it a shot. It's a short and unique game: with even a little bit of patience you can probably finish it in about four hours and not feel
robbed.. I don't usually write a review, most of the times due to my somewhat bad English. But will try on this one nevertheless.
It's one of the classic-style RPGs that bear resemblances to old games on SNES, PSX, etc etc platform. The gameplay itself is
quite nostalgic, followed by an intriguing storyline. Long story short, here's the good(s) and bad(s):

The good things consist of:
-Classic RPG, simple gameplay
-Chaos orbs system, which is kinda new to me, similar to equipments; complex yet neat ways to build the characters in your
party
-No fixation on the composition of your party
-Great and unique storyline
-Challenging(?)

Now onto the bad things:
-On rare occasions, crash at random encounters
-Despite the great storyline, few of the characters' stories lack in-depth details
-Challenging(?). For those who don't like to read, in summary this game is in a very playable state and though there are a few
issues, they are not game breaking. The dev is a fast worker and I expect that bugs found by users will be fixed in a timely
manner.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
In it's initial released state the game was very broken. There were several underlying issues that I had found while testing.
However most of the issues have since been taken care of thanks to the dev actively patching and trying to fix the game post
release.

However I found a couple more bugs upon second playtest and while they are not gamebreaking by any means, they are issues
nonetheless.

The first issue is that sometimes a red dora (which is an optional setting) was not being counted. It *seemed* to be the red
bamboo 5 specifically but I cannot say one way or another. It could also potentially be that it was part of an open meld but that
should not have mattered for counting.

Additionally I was able to ron an opponent despite the fact I was supposed to be furiten (I have a picture of this). I had tossed a
1w and was tenpai with a 1w 4w wait and was able to ron a 4w off an opponent; something that should not be able to happen. It
could be that because I had a particular setting on (chi shifting) that I was no longer furiten but that should have not changed my
furiten status.

But as far as gameplay is concerned, the game seems to be in a very playable state, and given more time I think this game will be
rid of the few remaining bugs (with user help of course). I have yet to test multiplayer but single player was optimal for testing
since the bots are literally unable to make a hand. Hopefully difficulty settings or improved AI will be added at a later date but I
digress.

I still have a few minor gripes with not being able to change some settings like volume level or game speed but those are just
quality of life changes that are nice to have but by no means required.
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Overall I think this game is worth buying if you are looking for a multiplayer Mahjong experience, though you might want to
get some friends to play this with. Not many people have the game so I don't expect matchmaking to be in it's prime at the
moment.
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if you love fire emblem then your really going to enjoy this game. I had really high hopes for this game but sadly it falls short. I
love climbing games and climbing is not bad at all. The game is well optimized and looks nice ( If u like the cartoonish art
style). Sadly I was hoping for more story. After I completed the game which took under 60 min I still had no clue what it was
about. I actually thought the game was loading the next level but instead it was over which was a huge disappointment. The
game had a lot of potential but at this point in time, I can not recommend it for the price. If you like climbing games, don't mind
the short playtime and find it for 5$ or less you should try it out.. Compulsary updates outside of Steam that remove features
and introduce gamebreaking bugs. Not just new content downloads, full game patches in the span of gigabytes. So you launch
the game thinking you'll be able to jump right in when you get stopped by a 2+ hour update.

In terms of actual gameplay, not much has changed since Nations Forever. The graphics are a lot better in TM2. That's its only
real selling point, though.

Overall, this game should be avoided. Stick with Nations Forever on max settings.

. It's pretty good. It's quite a nice locomotive if you asked me. The whistle is alright, but sounds more like it's on a loop. The
Chuffing sounds are pretty good, and for an old DLC, it's quite extraordinary. The cylinder \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
sound is alright, but needs room for improvement. The price has been dropped ever since it's initial release, which I say is a
good move by DTG.. Dyscourse is a bit unusual as a "decisions matter" style of adventure game because the unofficial tagline
should be "MAKE ALL THE DECISIONS!!!".

You awake from a plane wreck on a remote island and quickly come across a group of survivors. You need to choose "wisely"
to help the group survive, but once you complete the game you gain access to a day rewind option which will allow you to
attempt pushing the story down different branches until you are literally pushing other survivors down branches just to see if
they will fall and die because why not? This really is the main point of the game, and it's fun for a while but I got to a point
where I was satisfied that I'd seen everything I wanted to see. According to the achievements list I've only seen 41% of all
possible story events, but it just seems like it would be punishing to attempt to unlock every minor event. I'd rather put
Dyscourse down while I still feel like it was a refreshingly unique game rather than grind my way through every possible arc just
so that I can say I saw it all.

6 out of 10, it wasn't a total plane wreck ( \u0361\u00b0 \u035c\u0296 \u0361\u00b0). This game has been a fun and
challenging ride so far! The controls\/motions could be smoother, like when getting up stairs, but that just comes with the
territory of playing a new indie game. The music in the game is also really cool. I look forward to making it through all the
levels. I just posted my first episode of gameplay if devs\/gamers are interested in seeing it in action.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=20sCvsw24nQ

This is definitely worth $1 to play. But.... Keep your head on a swivel......cause those barrels are coming!!!!. Cool and simple
couch game. A lot of fun even for some non-gamers to give a shot. Loooooooove the music in the game. Does anyone know
where it can be found? Haven't found anythilng when searching online and I figured it was just cuz the game is .small. Pros
Complete control over your crew customization
Well thought out game mechanics
Easy to use controls
Fun to play
Haven't run into any bugs(Yet)

Cons
No tutorial
Frustrating

Deadnaut, is really not an accurate name for this game as more often then not im dead again. Luckly for me i can be a glutton
for punishment which this game has in spades.

Im mainly going to address my con list here as i feel like although the game has cons they are also part of the gameplay.

No tutorial is a con simply because there is so much to understand and if you just go straight to new game you'll just die
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instantly with no idea why. Such as what each part of your UI does, took me three campaigns before i figured out where to see
what an enemies health was, and i still dont know how to see the HP of my own crew members.

Frustrating is certianly gonna happen, mostly at the start of the game because as mentioned before there is a small amount of
information given to you

Over all though it is a game i would recomend because although it is hard to understand and frustrating at times. It has the great
quality of being able to make you want to play it one more time because this time you know how to do it better.
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